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Editor’s Note
Dave Kowlessar

Welcome to another edition of BECU
Connect. There have been some
exciting developments over the past
few months and we can’t wait to share
them with you! BECU is now operating
on the FLEX ICT Platform and we want
to say thanks to you our members for
your continued support and patience
through the conversion exercise. We’re
on a continuous drive to improve the
standard of service and the quality of
product that we offer you, so there’s a
lot more in store.
In this issue our President, Mr.
Kevin Sebro, challenges us to look at
the financial “legacy” we‘re building
as we work towards retirement. We
suggest ways to enhance your creative
energy, allowing you to get more things
done in the least possible time and we
offer tips on how to bank online safely
from anywhere in the globe.
Lastly, we call for nominees
for the officers of the BECU Board
and Supervisory Committees. The
nomination processes for the 2012
Annual General Meeting is due to
begin and we invite you to submit your
choices. Information on eligibility for
election is contained inside.
We hope you enjoy this edition of
BECU connect and look forward to your
feedback and suggestions for future
content.

Making Money

Q: How to make a million in the stock market?
A: Start with two!

Hmmm...

• T he market is weird. Every time one guy
sells, another one buys, and they both think
they’re smart.
• If you can count your money, you don’t
have a billion dollars.
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The Dalai Lama, when asked what
surprised him most about humanity,
he said:
“Man. Because he sacrifices his health in
order to make money.
Then he sacrifices money to recuperate his
health.
And then he is so anxious about the future that
he does not enjoy the present; the result being that he does not
live in the present or the future; he lives as if he is never going to
die, and then dies having never really lived.”

BECU partners with FLEX
The conversion from one ICT
platform to another generally takes
months, if not years of planning and
investigation and is a huge step and
investment for any organization.
However, the selection of the correct
system can provide unsurpassed utility, flexibility and
enhanced productivity to the business, which FLEX has
done for the BECU.
The BECU’s implementation team for its new FLEX
system was comprised of Mr. Dave Kowlessar, Management
Consultant, Roxanne Wilson, Manager, Sherwin Ryan ICT
Technical Coordinator, and Project Manager- Clive Bailey
of BMAK Business & Technology Consultants. The team
worked tirelessly for months to achieve a smooth transition
and ultimately an enhanced experience to BECU members.
The work of the team culminated during the first two weeks
of September, when the system went live under the expert
guidance of Mr. Brandon Bushman, Trainer and Project
Manager from Computer Marketing Corporation.
Utah based Computer Marketing Corporation (CMC),
the supplier of the BECU’s new FLEX Core Processing
Solution, is a specialist Credit Union application software
developer. Their product is essentially the cumulative
effort of over three decades of data processing experience
and system redesign that has kept abreast of the changing
landscape and now incorporates the advancements in

technology and usability born of the age
of the Internet.
FLEX is a powerful and user-friendly
system which is the industry’s most
architecturally advanced core solution.
The system’s features cover a wide
range of services from real-time Internet banking to online
credit card processing. At the moment, the BECU system
offers members the convenience of on-line banking and
transaction processing, loan applications, checking account
balances, transfers and payments all from the convenience
of a computer or smart device, all in real time. Ultimately,
the BECU will offer ATM cards, which will be able to access
the global ATM network, facilitating 24/7 access to funds.
FLEX is now the core processing software solution in
over 275 credit unions ranging in sizes from 2,500 to 35,000
members with a total of 400 million members being served
across the US including Alaska, Hawaii and the Eastern
Caribbean and Trinidad and Tobago.
The marriage of our vision with CMC’s FLEX system
will ensure that the BECU is at the cutting edge of service,
progress and performance for its membership. We invite
you to create your own on-line account and to encourage
your colleagues and family members to get on board with
the BECU to benefit from the many advantages of Credit
Union membership in managing prosperity and long-term
financial security.
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Consider your Legacy
KEVIN SEBRO President, BECU

“Legacy” - an inheritance, thing left to a
successor.

• Reduce loans faster by making
additional principal payments

I have chosen the word legacy to tease,
test your thought on what your legacy will
be. Whilst I would like to look at it in the
true fullness of the word, I have decided
to be more specific and focus on some
aspects of the financial side .This financial
aspect is something most of us keep close
to our chest, but not at the forefront of our
minds. It entails net worth analysis, cash flow
analysis, investment planning and succession
planning – wills and trusts. I would consider
briefly the net worth statement and the
cash flow statement. These two items are
situational and are not set in stone but can
provide you with an idea of where you should
allocate some resources given time – time to
retirement.

Cash flow statement
The budgeting process really has a
ripple effect. Most of us would know,
and can appreciate why we didn’t get
what we wanted when we were younger.
Simply put our parents always got what
we needed for school and not what we
wanted. Our parents observed the simple
principle to budget – buy what you need not
what you want.
Budgeting, or in this case doing a cash
flow statement, seeks to have one prioritise
one’s spending by recording and projecting
income from all sources and expenses.
Expenses as mentioned earlier are either
needs or wants; the more technical terms are
non- discretionary (needs) and discretionary
(wants).

Net worth statement
The net worth statement is a personal
balance sheet, which seeks to itemize all your
assets and liabilities and put a value to them
- if you have a “significant other” it helps to
prepare a statement together and reduce
ambiguity.
NET WORTH = ASSETS LESS LIABILITIES
For the uninitiated an asset is any property
that has value and is generally liquid (cash)
or illiquid (non cash). A liability refers to a
debt or obligation. Some are short term,
others long term. Returning to assets, some
examples of liquid assets are:
•
•
•
•
•
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Cash
Funds in savings accounts; chequing
accounts
Funds in money market funds
The cash surrender value on life
insurance policies
Emergency fund (savings account
with usually three to six months of
net income)

Some examples of illiquid assets are:
• Investments in equities
• Real estate
• Annuities
• Deferred profit sharing plan
• Automobiles
• Boat
• Jewelry and Art
Liabilities can also be categorized as short
term or long term.
Some examples of short-term liabilities are
• Credit cards
• Overdrafts
Some examples of long-term liabilities
• Mortgage loan
• Car loan
• Education loan
Based on these examples, get a clean
sheet of paper and first list your assets and
then your liabilities and ascribe a value to
them. Remember the following:
NET WORTH = ASSETS – LIABILITIES
Whatever the outcome, whether you
have a surplus or deficit, it is situational.
Thankfully you can put some of the following
strategies to work to improve your financial
position:
• Increase savings
• Increase annuity contributions
• Get an investment portfolio i.e.
acquire land, stock, currencies,
metals, etc

Sources of income
• Salary
• Vacation savings plan
• Dividend income
• Profit sharing
• Business income
• Rental income
• Pension
Types of non-discretionary expenses
• Insurance premium
• Household
• Transportation
• Rent
• Mortgage loan payment
• Loan payment
Type of discretionary expenses
• Entertainment
• Recreation
• Gifts
• Vacation
Once you do that list of income versus
expenses, you need to determine whether

We need to adopt
new strategies

there is a surplus or short fall i.e. income expenses = surplus/ (shortfall). Again this is
situational so don’t worry.
Take these results and annualize i.e. work
over a twelve-month period and see where
there is room for improvement.
There may exist a need to adopt one of the
following strategies
• Consolidate debts
• Invest in an annuity (to increase net
income)
• Invest in life insurance
• Prioritise spending
• Implement a savings program
• Implement an investment program

We have looked at two items and now
return to our word “Legacy”. By the creation of
a positive cash flow you would have actively
appreciated your net worth and in so doing
leave an inheritance for your estate; for which
the issue of transfer - a will (See our Q2 2011
issue).
What you would have done in no small
measure is create wealth not just for you but
for those who follow, like the pebble in the

water the ripple goes on.
So in closing remember to use that clean
sheet of paper, write down your financial
statements, make your recommendations and
have a financial conversation with someone
who knows more than you,
What will your legacy be?
*Kevin E Sebro is a Certified Financial Advisor. This article provides
general information and should not be considered a personal
investment plan.

Stop Managing Your Time and
Discover Creative Energy
Written by Ami Mattison on January 14, 2011

Time vs. Creative Energy

The problem with focusing on time
management is that the hours in a single day
are finite. There are only 24 of them.
But creativity is infinite, and when nurtured, it
can expand and grow. Energy is like that too. When
we care for our bodies, our minds, our emotions, and
our spirits, then energy can grow and expand in our
lives.
Creativity requires less time and more energy. For
instance, you can do a lot creatively in short periods of
time if you have the energy to do so.
Combining creativity with energy, then,
creates a powerful tool: creative energy.
Creative energy is simply the energy we
use to nurture our creativity and art. Unlike time, it’s
constantly renewable. The more we use creative energy,
the more creative energy we generate in our art and our
lives.

Discover Creative Energy

But how can we discover more creative energy? Here
are some strategies:
• Work in short intervals and take short breaks
Try doing your creative work in short intervals and take

breaks on a regular basis. During breaks,
focus on activities that will fuel your
body, your spirit, or your creativity.
• Focus
Research tells us that multi-tasking is
an inefficient and ineffective method for
productivity. In fact, it lowers productivity
levels. Stop doing tasks that disrupt your
focus from your creative work. Instead, focus
on one task at a time.
• Be mindful of your emotions
Being mindful of your emotions is a way to
stay energized before you become emotionally
drained.
• Be creative early in your day
Going to bed even thirty minutes to an
hour earlier will get you up and moving that
much sooner in your day, which will give you
the time you need to be creative.

Let Your Creative Energy Grow

Everyone possesses creative energy. So, discover yours,
build on it, enhance it, and let it grow and expand not only
in your art but throughout your life.
You may just find you’re more productive creatively.
Also, you may find that creative energy gives you the fuel to
do what you need to do in your daily life. Finally, you might
just experience the creative joy inherent to us all.
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Bank Employees Credit Union
Nomination Guidelines
The Nomination process for the election
THE CREDIT COMMITTEE
of officers at the 2012 Annual General
The Credit Committee is responsible
Meeting is due to begin. See below
for the approval and general supervision
the details for eligibility for election to
of all loans to members as noted in
The Board of Directors, the Credit and
items 39 & 40 of the Bye-Laws of BECU.
the Supervisory Committees are given
The committee shall consist of five [5]
N
below.
members elected by members at the AGM.
IO
AT
N
At present the Nominating
MI RM
NO FO
Committee comprises three [3] Board
PLEASE NOTE:
Members including the Chairman.
Nomination Forms MUST BE submitted on
• The Nominating Committee
or before November 30th, 2011.
is responsible for setting up
Resumes’ may be requested; and if so,
guidelines by which members would be considered for must be submitted for perusal by the Nomination Committee.
The Board of Directors, The Credit and Supervisory
Nominees should be present at the AGM or if not, a letter
Committees.
indicating their intent to serve and reason for absence should be
• Nominations shall be in writing and the Nomination submitted to the Nomination Committee prior to the AGM.
Committee shall consider the nominations without
discrimination based upon race, nationality or ethnic origin,
Full Name
religion, sex or physical disability.
Date of Birth
• Nominees would ONLY be considered from the pool of
Membership date
members who are:
Membership number
			 1. Active members of the Credit Union.
Address
			 2. Not delinquent in their loan standing at the time of
nomination application.
3.  Over the age of 18.
Place of Employment
4.  Of sound mind and character as determined by the
Occupation
Nominating Committee.
Period of employment
			 5. With no prior convictions.
Short Bio

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Board of Directors is responsible for the approval of all
policies that govern the efficient and effective management of the
Credit Union and to ensure that the operations of the Credit Union
is in accordance with the respective legislation as noted in items
28, 29, 30, 31 & 32 of the Bye-Laws  of BECU.

Nominee for

[Please indicate which Committee]

THE SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE
The Supervisory Committee is responsible for the examination
of the affairs of the Credit Union including an audit of its’ books
as noted in item 38 of the Bye-Laws of BECU. This Committee
consists of three [3] members who are elected by members at
the AGM.
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Name of Recommender

_____________________________________

__________________

Signature				

Date

Tips for staying safe online
Know who you are dealing with

Always access Internet banking by typing the financial
institution’s address into your web browser. Never go to a website
from a link in an email and enter personal details. If in doubt,
contact the financial institution separately on an advertised
number.

Keep passwords and PINs safe

Always be wary of unsolicited emails or calls asking you
to disclose any personal details or card numbers. Keep this
information secret. Be wary of disclosing any personal information
to someone you don’t know. Your financial institution and the
police would never contact you to ask you to disclose PINs or all
your password information.

Keep hold of your cash!

Don’t be conned by convincing emails offering you the chance
to make some easy money. If it looks too good to be true, it
probably is! Be especially wary of unsolicited emails from outside
Trinidad and Tobago - it will be much harder to prove they are who
they say they are.

Keep your PC secure

Use up-to-date anti-virus software and a personal firewall
and, if your computer uses the Microsoft Windows operating
system, keep it updated from the Microsoft website. Be extra
careful if using Internet cafes or any PC which is not your own and
over which you have no control.

Check your financial institution’s website

If in doubt, a good place to get help and guidance on how
to stay safe online is your financial institution’s website. Check
regularly for specific information and guidance on protecting your
PC and yourself online.

Check your statement

If you notice anything irregular on your account contact your
financial institution immediately.
Additional protective measures
• Always learn your password and other security
information and destroy the notice as soon as you
receive it.
• Never write down or record your password or other
security information unless it is well disguised.
• Make sure that you always follow your financial
institution’s terms and conditions.
• Always take reasonable steps to keep your password
and other security information secret at all times - never
reveal it to family or friends.
• Do not use the same password that you use for online
banking at any non-banking sites.
• If you change your password, choose one which cannot
easily be guessed.
• Never give your account details or security information to
anyone. If phoning the financial institution, be aware of
what information they will ask you: you will not normally
be asked for your password in full.
• Ensure that there is a locked padlock or unbroken key
in the bottom right of your browser window before
accessing the financial institution site. The beginning of
the financial institution’s Internet address will change
from ‘http’ to ‘https’ when a secure connection is made.
• Never leave your computer unattended when logged in
to Internet banking.
• Ensure that you log-out properly when you have finished
banking online.
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